Harnessing the Power of AI
to Transform Education
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology is poised to become
vital to the education sector. Intelligent machines are playing
a major role in delivering customized relevant knowledge to
learners, where and when needed.
At Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic we believe that the process
of teaching and learning is changing dramatically in the
digital age and we are passionately working to achieve this
transformation along with Educational Institutes. Using our
proprietary AI platform, ‘Humonica’, we provide solutions to
engage students better and open new business avenues for
Educational Institutes.

HSMC AI Platform Benefits
Automate

Intelligently automates
repetitive tasks

Amplify

Free up people to
do high value tasks

Reinvent

Empowers enterprises to
continuously transform systems &
processes to meet the challenges
of dynamic business environment

Use Cases - AI in Education
Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic propriety AI platform Humonics can be deployed across
multiple channels in the education sector. Below are some of the use cases made
possible by Humonics.

Simulating physical
classroom experience in
Virtual Live Class
environment

Automatic attendance
mechanism even in
Instructor Led
Trainings (ILT)

Content recommendation
and adaptive logic driven
guided learning paths
based on ML framework

AI based intra platform
recommendation
engine and search

AI driven social profile
analysis & contextualization
of user activities

Sales Automation
through AI driven Sales
BOT

Tutoring through
droids

Facial recognition
based Assessments

Why HSMC is the Right Technology
Partner?

Proven advisory and
capability driven
engagements
Pay as you grow flexible
commercial models &
customizable deployment
options

Extend the value of your
existing technology
investments

Humonica - Artificial
Intelligence Platform

Infrastructure
Management Capabilities

24x7x365
IT services support

Importance of Artificial Intelligence for
21st Century Organization
Obtain or
sustain a
competitive
advantage

Suppliers will
offer AI driven
products and
services

AI driven
products and
services
availability

84%

75%

New businesses
opportunities

75%

Rise of new
organizations
using AI

69%

Incumbent
Competitors
will use AI

59%

61%
63%

Reduced cost

Hitachi Systems Micro Clinic is an IT services company established in New Delhi in 1991; it became
a group company of Hitachi Systems, Ltd. in 2014. The Company is uniquely positioned as a
cable-to- cloud service provider and an end-to- end IT services and solutions provider that helps
businesses meet today's challenging and complex IT requirements. The Company delivers
innovative technology solutions to enable enterprises and governments to re-align and integrate IT
processes to be more responsive to Customers' needs.
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